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O’Rahilly and An Claidheamh Soluis
This month’s ‘from the archives’ document is perhaps unassuming at first glance. On
the surface, it is a letter about the routine commercial considerations faced by a
newspaper manager in early 1914 Ireland. However, the significance of this letter is
that it represents a rare glimpse into an important chapter in the history of Irish radical
print journalism before the revolution. Its author, Michael Joseph O’Rahilly, better
known as ‘The O’Rahilly’, played a leading role in two organisations in this period –
the Gaelic League and the Irish Volunteers – radicalising the former and helping to
found the latter. Here we see him acting as temporary manager of the Gaelic League’s
official newspaper, An Claidheamh Soluis (the Sword of Light), a bilingual weekly.

Ireland had a flourishing newspaper industry at the turn of the last century and, as
historian Michael Wheatley has observed, virtually anyone in Ireland could set up a
paper if they had an opinion and a few hundred pounds of start-up capital to back it
up. The scale of this printing boom is underlined by D George Boyce, who pointed
out that the number of newspapers in Ireland increased from 109 to 230 between 1853
and 1913.
O’Rahilly was tasked with taking over the management of the paper at the 1913
árd-fheis of the Gaelic League in an attempt to revamp it. From 1 November 1913
onwards, An Claidheamh Soluis adopted a radically different format in an effort
to revive the fortunes of a paper that had begun to suffer from poor
management, declining sales, and a low uptake by advertisers in a crowded and
competitive radical newspaper market.
An article by The O’Rahilly in the paper on 13 September 1913 outlined his vision for
a new format for An Claidheamh Soluis. Writing in English, O’Rahilly announced
how
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The CLAIDHEAMH will make its first appearance as a Gaelic weekly
Illustrated NEWSpaper [sic]. It will contain, effectively and attractively
displayed, all the week’s news which is of national and international
interest to warrant insertion.
On this promise, O’Rahilly’s new format did not disappoint and, alongside ‘superb
illustrations’, the bilingual weekly could be described as anything but provincial with
articles that covered developments in Mexcio, Russia, Japan, and the United States to
name but a few. Significantly, there was a heavy focus on military affairs in these
articles. On the domestic front, the paper used the ongoing lockout of Dublin’s
workers as a vehicle to discuss the government’s policing, social, and economic
policies in Ireland. Following the ‘Continental method’, O’Rahilly determined that
every article would now bear the signature of its author. This was to prove crucial to
the politicisation of the paper’s content from November 1913 onwards.
Apart from more focussed news content, O’Rahilly promised that the paper would
‘reproduce the wittiest and pithiest cartoon of the world’ as well as a ‘Children’s
Corner, the Athletes’ Column, and the Chess Department.’ Fusing fashion and
nationalism, an ambitious O’Rahilly even promised a ‘weekly illustrated Fashion
Column [which] will keep the ladies informed as to the “dernier chic” in Irish
toilettes.’
O’Rahilly’s 13 September article is the public side of this story: an optimistic
manifesto at the beginning of a long campaign to reform an ailing newspaper.
However, as is often the case, there is a further layer to newspaper history – namely
the story of their production. Traces of the editorial and commercial decisions taken
by the staff of newspapers are rare and valuable glimpses into this world that are often
lost to the modern researcher. The O’Rahilly’s letter of 13 February 1914 allows the
reader to get behind the scenes and to see how O’Rahilly’s optimism and reforming
zeal following the 1913 árd-fheis was ground down over the winter of 1913/14.
O’Rahilly’s revamp of An Claidheamh Soluis forms part of a wider story: namely the
politicisation of the Gaelic League in the advent of the 1916 Rising. The process
culminated at the árd-fheis of the Gaelic League at Dundalk in 1915 when Douglas
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Hyde resigned as the organisation’s president. Hyde objected to a resolution passed at
the convention which inserted a clause into the league’s constitution stating that one
of its objects was the pursuit of an independent Ireland.

This politicisation of the movement can also be viewed as a process of militarisation
and O’Rahilly’s early role in this was pivotal. O’Rahilly commissioned the ‘signed
articles’ which formed part of the new departure when An Claidheamh Soluis was relaunched in November 1913. An Irish language editorial appeared each week on page
3 and an English language one appeared on page 6. The first two of page 6 articles
were Eoin MacNeill’s ‘The North Began’ and Pádraic Pearse’s ‘The Coming
Revolution’. Additionally, the new masthead of the paper unveiled in the 1 November
edition struck a much more militaristic tone than the previous one. It also brought
closer visual semblance to the name of the paper. An Claidheamh Soluis, the sword of
light, now became an actual sword driven horizontally through the letters of the title.

If we are to get into the psyche of these radicalisers within the Irish language
movement and to see how they saw language as a springboard to revolution, the
words of Pearse are, as usual, more illustrative than the actions of O’Rahilly. In 8
November’s edition Pearse stated as clearly as possible: ‘… we went to school to the
Gaelic League. It was a good school … but we do not propose to remain schoolboys
forever.’ Pearse continued:
… when the seven men met in O’Connell Street to found the Gaelic
League, they were commencing … not a revolt, but a revolution …
To every generation its deed. The deed of the generation that has
now reached middle life was the Gaelic League: the beginning of the
Irish Revolution. Let our generation not shirk its deed, which is to
accomplish the revolution.
It is through this prism that O’Rahilly’s efforts to revive the fortunes of An
Claidheamh Soluis must be viewed. It is true that the decision was partially
commercial, that many of O’Rahilly’s interests outside the political began to filter
into the paper – his obsession with motor cars and aeroplanes being a large part of
this – but given the wider political context and the ongoing campaign between 1913
and 1915 to radicalise the Gaelic League and to prepare a section of Irish men and
women for revolution, this seemingly mundane letter about typewriters and
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subscription competitions actually constitutes a rare and fragmentary trace of an
important episode in the history of the Irish revolution.
Conor Mulvagh
School of History and Archives
University College Dublin
February 2014
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